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1. Machine Learning:          
    general principles



program

Classes:

● 1. Introduction to ML

● 2. Regression &        
Classification

● 3. Deep Learning

practical activities:

● descriptive statistics, density 
estimation, cluster analysis, 
dimensionality reduction 

● regression & classification with   
  ML & DL

team:

● Laerte Sodré Jr.

● Maria Luísa Buzzo

● Lilianne Nakazono

● Erik Vinicius



astronomer’s life

we want to extract knowledge from the data!



machine learning in Astronomy





some data analysis applications

● density estimation

● cluster analysis

● dimensionality reduction

● regression

● classification

● time series analysis

machine learning in Astronomy

tools/algorithms: the fauna

● decision trees

● naive bayes

● k-nn

● support vector machines- SVM

● random forest & bagging

● boosting

● deep learning

●  ...



● Statistics, Data Mining, and Machine Learning in Astronomy - 
Ivezić, Connolly, VanderPlas & Gray, 2014

● Modern Statistical Methods for Astronomy: With R Applications- 
Feigelson & Babu, 2012

● Machine Learning in Astronomy: a Practical Overview - D. 
Baron, arXiv:1904.07248 

● Deep Learning with Python- F. Chollet & J. J. Allaire, 2018

● Deep Learning- I. Goodfellow, Y. Bengio & A. Courville

useful bibliography



data in ML

in many cases we work with  tables
(more generally: vectors, matrices, 
tensors)
tables: rows, columns, cells
rows: objects
columns: properties/measurements 
of objects: features
cell: value of a given feature for a 
given object

             data space

a datum is a point in the data space

There are regularities in the data space!



how to solve a problem with a computer?

 example: star or galaxy?

classic approach: a program with a set of 
rules

machine learning: 
● systems that learn from examples     
● learning by trial and error, ‘correcting’ the 

errors



what is learning?

 example: star or galaxy?

system that learns from examples:

● the algorithm has a set of parameters 
which are adjusted as long as new 
examples are presented

● the adjustments aim improving the 
learning: e.g., reducing the wrong 
classifications

learning = model optimization



learning in ML

a common problem: estimate a variable  y 
from a set of other variables, x:  
                   y = f(x;w)
x and y can be scalars, vectors, tensors…

a ML algorithm promotes a mapping from  
x to y that is equivalent to a function with 
parameters w

 learning: the procedure to determine  w
      learning = model otimization

 different ML algorithms implement 
different functions and learning strategies

ML is useful for predictive 
modeling: 
               y = f(x;w) + ε

predictions have errors: from 
the data and from the model!



types of learning: supervised learning

 we have input and output variables,  x and  y, 
and the algorithm learns to map x  on to  y  from 
examples x in a certain training set where the 
values of y are known (‘targets’)

 classification:  y is a categorical variable: 'star', 
‘galaxy', 'planet' 

common algorithms: random forest, k-NN, SVM, 
ANN, logistic regression

 regression:  y is a real number, like redshift, 
stellar metallicity

common algorithms: linear regression, k-NN, 
Gaussian Process, random forest, ANN



types of learning: unsupervised learning

 we have the data  x and the objective is to 
learn structures or interesting properties in 
the data

cluster analysis (k-means, k-NN)

density estimation (KDE)

dimensionality reduction (pca, isomap)

association analysis: learn the rules that 
describe subsets of the data, e.g., 
``galaxies without star formation are red'' 
(Apriori algorithm)



types of learning: 
self-supervised learning               reinforcement learning

 kind of supervised learning without 
”human intervention” 
(= non supervised learning?)
 
autoencoders: the algorithm learns the 
input

 an agent learns actions which 
maximize success/reward:
  
self-driven cars, game of Go



parametric and non-parametric models

 parametric models:
a functional form with a finite set of 
parameters w

the prediction of a new observation,  x, 
depends only on  w, not on the data: 

P(x|w,D) = P(x|w) 

example: linear regression

model complexity limited; 
models of ``low flexibility''

 non-parametric models:
“no-suposition” on the nature 
of the data

do not assume any function: 
the mapping depends only on 
the data
example: k-NN

“flexible methods”

non-parametric models do 
have parameters!



generalization

models are trained with data in a training set
how well a model behaves with new data?
good models should generalize well!

data in ML:
in many cases it is advisable to divide the 
data in training, validation, and test data sets

training set: used to fit the model parameters

validation set: to monitor the learning of the 
training set

test set: to evaluate the model performance- 
it should not have been used in training or 
validation

as the algorithm learns, the error in 
the training and validation sets 
decreases
after some optimal point, the error 
of the training set continues to 
decrease but the error of the 
validation set starts to increase



generalization this optimal point maximizes the 
generalization

stopping the learning before or 
after this point leads to:
underfitting: the algorithm didn't 
learn enough, or

overfitting: the algorithm is 
learning the noise of the training 
set



applications of ML classification: y = f(x;w)

y is a categorical/discrete variable, 
we want to estimate classes 
(binary or multiclass)

examples: logistic regression, 
decision trees, k-nn, neural 
networks, ...

regression:  y = f(x;w)

y is a continuous variable, we want 
to estimate a continuous value

examples: multi-linear regression, 
neural networks, ...



applications of ML: density estimation

modeling the data distribution in a 
data space

inference of a probability 
distribution function (PDF)

parametric methods: Gaussian 
Mixture Models (GMM), …

non-parametric methods: Kernel 
Density Estimators (KDE), k-NN, ...



applications of ML: kernel density estimation (KDE)

for data in any dimension  D

density (pdf) at a point x:

estimation of h: cross-validation



applications of ML: kernel density estimation (KDE)

estimation of h: cross-validation



applications of ML: cluster analysis

objective: identification of 
groups/clusters in data space

clusters: objects with similar 
properties

unsupervised technique: the 
clusters are not known in advance

different from classification: 
supervised approach- the objects 
are associated to pre-defined 
classes 

types of distances between two 
objects (x

i
 and x

j
):



applications of ML: dimensionality reduction

 X: data in D dimensions

we want a new representation of 
X, which we will call Y, in d << D 
dimensions

X = {x
1
, x

2
, ..., x

D
} →Y = { y

1
, y

2
, ..., y

d
}

embedding: one mathematical 
structure is contained within 
another
useful for data compression and 
visualization 

linear methods: PCA

non-linear methods: 
LLE ( locally linear embedding), 
IsoMap, t-SNE (t-distributed 
stochastic neighbor embedding)



applications of ML: dimensionality reduction with PCA
 data space D:

D-dimensional space where 
each coordinate is a feature
an object is a point in D
PCA helps to 'visualize' D
PCA performs a rotation in  D 
coordinates

 new axes: principal 
components
PC1: direction of maximum 
variance in  D
PC2: direction of maximum 
variance in  the sub-space 
perpendicular to PC1
 PC3: direction of maximum 
variance  in  the sub-space 
perpendicular to PC1 and PC2
 ...



applications of ML: dimensionality reduction with PCA

 Scree plot: variance explained by each 
component



applications of ML: dimensionality reduction with         
non-linear methods

 LLE: locally linear embbeding: 
represents the data in a low-
dimensional space by preserving 
the neighborhood of each point
'neighborhood': k-th nearest 
neighbor of each point

 isomap: preserves the geodesic 
distance between points

 autoencoders: neural nets trained 
with the output equal to the input





where, in your work, non-parametric methods could be interesting?



applications of ML: dimensionality reduction with PCA
 data space D: 
Y = N x D matrix

In many ML problems most of the time 
is spent on data cleaning and 
normalization

PCA: data standardization- for each 
feature we remove its mean and divide 
by its standard deviation:
X = (Y - <Y>)/σ

y

covariance matrix: C = XTX   (D x D)

eigenvectors V and eigenvalues λ of C:
CV = λ VV

W
k
: Vmatrix VD Vx Vk Vwith Vk Veigenvectors

approximation: VY V≈ VX VW
k
 V( VN Vx Vk Vmatrix)
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